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Raman Spectroscopy of Monolayer
and Multilayer Graphenes
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Abstract The discovery of monolayer graphene in 2004 has triggered a great effort
to investigate the fundamental properties and applications of all two-dimensional
materials (2DMs). Monolayer graphene (1LG) can be stacked layer by layer in a
particular way (AB, ABC and twist) to form multilayer graphene (MLG), whose
properties vary according to the stacking. Raman spectroscopy is a useful tool to
reveal the chemical and physical properties of graphene materials. In this chapter,
we review the systematic development of the Raman spectroscopy of pristine 1LG
and MLG. The essential Raman scattering processes of the entire first and second
order modes in intrinsic 1LG are addressed in detail. We further introduce the
concept of double resonance Raman scattering in graphene. Moreover, a series
of works on the shear (C), layer-breathing (LB) and 2D modes of MLGs with
different stacking orders are discussed. Finally, various types of resonance Raman
spectroscopy of 1LG and MLG are also presented. The Raman spectroscopy
of graphene materials can serve as a typical example in studying the Raman
spectroscopy of other 2DMs and introducing the fundamental physical concepts for
2DMs.
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1.1 Introduction

There are many members in the two-dimensional (2d) material family. Monolayer
graphene (1LG) is a truly 2d system; the atoms in one plane are connected via
strong covalent bonds, forming sp2 carbon hexagonal networks [1]. 1LG can
be stacked layer by layer in the Bernal (AB) or rhombohedral (ABC) manner
via van der Waals (vdW) coupling to form multilayer graphene (MLG). AB-
stacked and ABC-stacked MLG are denoted AB-MLG and ABC-MLG, respec-
tively. Each N -layer graphene (NLG) exhibits distinct electronic band structure
dependent on the layer number N , interlayer coupling and stacking order [2].
When the physical properties related to the interlayer coupling and stacking order
are discussed in this chapter for NLG, N is assumed to be no less than the
smallest layer number of the corresponding MLG; thus, N>1 for AB-stacked NLG
(AB-NLG), and N>2 for ABC-stacked NLG (ABC-NLG). High-quality NLG
flakes can be produced by several methods, such as micromechanical exfoliation
(ME), chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and epitaxial growth from the SiC
surface [3–5]. Graphene materials exhibit many remarkable properties, making
them the ideal materials for next-generation nanoscale devices [6–9]. On the other
hand, 1LG and MLG are usually the typical essential building blocks for vdW
heterostructures (vdWHs), which can be formed by vertically stacking various
2d materials (2DMs) via vdW coupling but without any constraints of lattice
matching and fabrication compatibility, [7, 10] offering significant opportunities
for designing functionalities [7, 8]. The graphene materials in vdWHs are usually
employed as electrodes to form various high-performance devices, such as field-
effect tunnelling transistors, logic transistors, photovoltaics and memory devices
[7, 8, 10]. All the facts stated above imply that graphene materials can serve as a
typical prototype to introduce the physical properties and fundamental concepts of
2DMs.

Raman spectroscopy has historically played an important role in nondestructively
characterizing the lattice structure and electronic, optical and phonon properties of
graphene materials with high resolution [9, 11, 12]. NLG exhibits N -dependent
and stacking-orientation dependent Raman features, providing information on the
phonon properties and on their unique band structures [13, 14]. In addition, quantum
interference effects can serve as the main factor to modify the Raman intensity of
NLG [15–17]. Therefore, it is easy to determine the physical properties of graphene
materials and the performance mechanism in graphene-based devices using Raman
spectroscopy [9].

In this chapter, we review the systematic development of Raman spectroscopy
of 1LG and MLG. We further introduce the concept of double resonance Raman
scattering in graphene in detail. A series of studies about the shear (C), layer-
breathing (LB) and 2D modes of MLGs with different stacking orders are discussed.
The shear modes are usually referred to as the C modes in MLGs because it provides
a direct measurement of the interlayer Coupling. Various types of resonance Raman
spectroscopy of 1LG and MLG are also presented. A more systematical review on
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the developments in the Raman spectroscopy of graphene-based materials from both
fundamental research and practical (i.e., device applications) perspectives can be
found in our recent review paper [9].

1.2 Raman Spectroscopy of Monolayer Graphene

1.2.1 Band Structure of Monolayer and Multilayer Graphenes

There are two inequivalent carbon atoms, A and B, in a unit cell of 1LG, each
forming a triangular in-plane network. The distance between these two atoms, also
called the length of the carbon-carbon covalent bond, is 0.142 nm, leading to a
0.246 nm lattice constant, as shown in Fig. 1.1a. MLG is a layered structure obtained
from 1LG by stacking in the out-of-plane direction (c-axis) with an interlayer
distance of 0.334 nm. AB stacking is the most common and stable stacking in MLG,
in which the two adjacent graphene layers are vertically stacked with 60◦ rotation.
Thus, the vacant centres of the hexagons on one layer are occupied by the carbon
atoms at hexagonal corner sites on the adjacent layers from the top view, as shown in
Fig. 1.1b. The two next nearest layers are in superposition from the top view in AB-
stacked NLG. Moreover, the unit cell of graphite can also be shown as Fig. 1.1b,
whose lattice constants are a = 0.246 nm and c = 0.67 nm. The reciprocal space of
1LG is a plane, as shown in Fig. 1.1c. The high symmetry points within the Brillouin
zone (BZ) of 1LG are also shown in Fig. 1.1c, with the Γ point at the zone centre,
M points in the middle of the hexagonal sides, and K and K′ points at the corners of
the hexagons. The K and K′ points are inequivalent.

Graphene is a zero-gap semi-metal with a linear electronic band structure, which
causes its unique optical properties from the terahertz to the visible range [19].
Furthermore, any laser excitation from the visible to the ultraviolet can induce a
quantum interference effect in the Raman scattering process, making the Raman
spectrum of graphene remarkable [15]. As N increases, NLG exhibits significant
N -dependent electronic band structures due to the interlayer vdW coupling and
different symmetries [2]. Micromechanical exfoliation was the first method used to
produce NLG flakes with high quality. The exfoliated graphene flakes are usually
deposited onto a Si/SiO2 substrate with a specific thickness (90 or 300 nm), as shown
in Fig.1.1d, which makes the graphene visible and enhances Raman signals of
graphene due to the optical interference effect in the air/NLG/SiO2/Si multilayered
structure [17, 20, 21]. Figure 1.1e–h shows the linear band structure of 1LG and the
corresponding band structures of AB-2LG, -3LG and -4LG. The difference in the
band structures in NLG can be reflected in their peculiar Raman features [9, 13].
Thus, Raman spectroscopy can be used to probe the band structure of 2LG [14] and
to identify 1–4LG [22].
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Fig. 1.1 (a) A top view of the unit cell of a 1LG lattice. (b) A top view of AB-stacked 2LG.
(c) The unit cell in reciprocal space of 1LG. The primitive vectors and high symmetry points are
shown. (d) Optical image of exfoliated graphene flakes on a Si/SiO2 substrate. (e) Band structure
of 1LG. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [18]). Band structure of AB-stacked 2LG (f), 3LG
(g) and 4LG (h) in the vicinity of K. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [2])

1.2.2 Phonon Dispersion and the Raman Spectrum
of Graphene

The phonon modes (lattice vibrations) are usually presented by the irreducible rep-
resentation based on the symmetry group of the crystals, which are essential to the
interpretation of Raman spectra. The point group symmetries of 1LG and graphite
are both D6h. As two and four atoms are in the unit cells of 1LG and graphite, six
and twelve phonon modes are expected, respectively. Thus, the lattice vibrations
of 1LG and graphite at Γ can be expressed as Γ1LG = A2u + B2g + E1u + E2g and
Γbulk = 2(A2u + B2g + E1u + E2g) [25]. One A2u mode and one doubly degenerate
E1u mode are the three acoustic modes in 1LG and bulk. As for the optical
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Fig. 1.2 (a) Phonon-displacement pattern at the Γ -point for graphene and graphite. Long arrows
show how each phonon mode in graphene gives rise to two phonon modes of graphite. (b) The
solid curves represent the dispersion of phonon modes in graphene calculated by density functional
perturbation theory. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [23]). The attribution of each branch
is labelled. (c) 633 nm excited Raman spectrum under excitation at 633 nm of a graphite whisker,
which can be considered as the assembly of individual 1LG. (Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [24])

phonon, 1LG contains the doubly degenerate in-plane mode, E2g , and one out-of-
plane mode, B2g , as shown in Fig. 1.2a. In graphite, several Davydov doublets are
present because the two graphene layers in the unit cell of graphite are inequivalent,
[11, 12] e.g., the E2g mode in 1LG generates an infrared-active mode, E1u, and
a Raman-active (R) mode, E2g , in graphite, and the B2g mode in 1LG divides
into an infrared-active (IR) mode, A2u, and an inactive mode, B2g , in graphite,
as shown in Fig. 1.2a. The corresponding frequencies and atomic displacements
are also depicted. In graphite, the E2g mode at ∼1582 cm−1 is the characteristic
peak of graphene-related materials, named the G mode. The remaining E2g and one
B2g mode are the C and LB modes, corresponding to the in-plane and out-of-plane
interlayer vibration of the rigid atom layers, respectively [26, 27]. Due to the weak
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interlayer coupling, the peak position of the C mode (Pos(C)) is very low, located at
43.5 cm−1 [26, 28]. The LB modes are silent and can not be observed in the Raman
spectrum. Pos(LB) can be estimated to be ∼125.3 cm−1 based on the experimental
Pos(LB) in twisted MLG [27].

The phonon dispersions of 1LG calculated by density functional perturbation
theory (DFPT) within the local density approximation are shown in Fig. 1.2b [23].
There are three acoustic branches and three optical branches in 1LG inherited from
the six vibrational modes at the Γ point. The in-plane longitudinal acoustic (LA)
and transverse acoustic (TA) branches have linear dispersion and higher frequencies
than the out-of-plane acoustic (ZA) mode around Γ . The strong in-plane C-C bonds
give large slopes of the LA (21.36 km/s) and TA (13.79 km/s) branches, leading
to the high in-plane sound velocity of graphene and thus the ultra-high thermal
conductivity [29]. The three optical branches: in-plane longitudinal optical (LO),
in-plane transverse optical (TO) and out-of-plane optical (ZO) branches, correspond
to the irreducible representations (Fig. 1.2a) E2g (LO and TO) and B2g (ZO) at Γ ,
respectively. The LO and TO branches split in frequency when the wave vector
is away from Γ , and the frequency of the TO branch monotonically decreases
along Γ -K. The phonon dispersions of solid materials are usually experimentally
detected via inelastic X-ray, neutron scattering and high-resolution electron energy-
loss spectroscopy [30, 31].

Figure 1.2c shows the Raman spectra of the graphite whisker in the region of
150–3400 cm−1 under 633 nm excitation [24]. The spiral structure and cone tip
of the graphite whisker suggest the existence of a twist angle between adjacent
layers in the whisker, leading to weaker interlayer coupling compared to graphite.
Thus, the graphite whisker can be considered as the assembly of individual 1LG
units. Therefore, graphite whiskers can be considered as a prototype to show the
abundant Raman modes that should be observed in 1LG [9]. Indeed, many weak
first- and second-order Raman modes have been revealed in the Raman spectrum,
as indicated in Fig. 1.2c. In principle, Raman spectroscopy can usually be used to
probe the phonon modes in the BZ centre. Indeed, the G peak corresponds to the E2g

mode at Γ , located at ∼1582 cm−1. The other Raman peaks observed in graphite
whiskers or 1LG should correspond to phonons away from Γ . The observation of
these phonons can be attributed to double resonance (DR) or triple resonance (TR)
Raman processes in 1LG, as depicted in Fig. 1.3.

1.2.3 Double and Triple Resonance Raman Processes
in Graphene

A resonance Raman process occurs when the excitation energy is chosen to match
or nearly match an optical transition bandgap of the crystal, and the Raman intensity
can be enhanced by 2 to 6 orders of magnitude. Because the two linear electronic
bands of intrinsic 1LG cross at the Fermi energy, an incoming photon with energy
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Fig. 1.3 (a) Incoming and outgoing single resonance processes of the G mode in 1LG. (b-i) Reso-
nance processes of dispersive Raman modes in 1LG, including an electron-hole pair excited by an
incident laser photon, inelastic scattering of the electron and hole by phonon emission/absorption,
and the elastic scattering of the electron mediated by the defect, and recombination of the electron-
hole pair. (b-d) The intravalley double resonance processes. (e) An intravalley triple resonance
process. (f-h) The inner intervalley double resonance processes. (i) An inner intervalley triple
resonance process. The Raman modes in graphite whiskers activated by each resonance process
are labelled accordingly in each panel. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [9])

εL can always excite a resonant transition from the state in the valence band to
another state in the conduction band to generate an electron-hole pair. The excited
electron can be scattered by the E2g phonons to recombine with a hole, satisfying the
incoming single resonance process. The outgoing single resonance process can also
be satisfied for the G mode of 1LG. Both resonance processes are shown in Fig. 1.3a.
The excited electron can also be scattered by phonons of an arbitrary wave vector,
as shown in Fig. 1.3b by the dashed arrows. The scattering probability, however,
will be particularly high if the phonon scatters the electron from one real electronic
state b into another real state c. Such one-phonon first-order Raman scattering is
forbidden by selection rules. However, the above scattered electron in state c can
be scattered back to state d with the same wave vector as state b by crystal defects,
which then leads to emission of a photon through recombination with a hole in
the initial state. The above resonance process is one-phonon DR Raman scattering,
in which the two events consist of one inelastic scattering event by emitting a
phonon and one elastic scattering event by crystal defects. The two scattering
processes can also start from an elastic scattering event followed by an inelastic
scattering event, shown in Fig. 1.3c. If the elastic scattering of defects is displaced
by another inelastic phonon scattering, the process becomes two-phonon DR Raman
scattering, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3d. Further, if the valence and conduction bands
are almost mirror bands, a triple resonance (TR) Raman process can occur. For
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example, for the special case of 1LG, as shown in Fig. 1.3e, the electron-hole
generation is a resonance process, and both electron and hole scattering will be
resonant. Finally, the electron-hole recombination will also be resonant. Therefore,
for the TR Raman process, all steps in the normal double resonance process become
resonant [9].

The resonance processes in Fig. 1.3b–e are intravalley double resonance
processes because two resonant electronic states are connected within the
same Dirac cones at the K point (or the K′ point) of 1LG. Instead, if the
resonance process connects two associated resonant electronic states within the
two inequivalent Dirac cones at the K and K′ points of 1LG, the corresponding
double resonance mechanism is called an intervalley process. By analogy to
the intravalley DR and TR processes in Fig. 1.3b–e, the intervalley DR and
TR processes also occur, [9] as shown in Fig. 1.3f–i. The double resonance
processes in Fig. 1.3 only depict the incoming resonance process. After a
careful analysis, there are two inequivalent DR processes for the fundamental
and combination Raman modes mediated by the scattering of electrons,
and there is only one double resonant process for the overtone mediated
by the scattering of electrons [32]. It should be noted that the inelastic
scattering of the hole by phonon emission/absorption and elastic scattering
of the hole mediated by the defect can also be involved in the DR Raman
process [33].

In principle, many different initial electronic states around the Dirac point and
phonons with different symmetries and wave vectors can satisfy the DR conditions.
However, considering (1) the existence of singularities in the density of phonon
states that satisfy the DR condition, (2) the angular dependence of the electron-
phonon scattering matrix elements, and (3) destructive interference effects when
the Raman transition probability is calculated, only a few specific DR processes
contribute to the observed Raman modes. Because there are two inequivalent DR
Raman processes for both intravalley and intervalley DR Raman processes, each
εL can select two phonon wave vectors for the fundamental and combination modes
and one phonon wave vector for the overtones near the Γ and K points, respectively.
Therefore, both the fundamental modes and the combination modes activated by the
DR Raman process can be fitted by two Lorentzian peaks, while the overtone only
exhibits a single Lorentzian peak [9, 24, 34].

Because the phonon energy in 1LG is much smaller than εL, for each εL,
the phonons with almost equal wave vectors at different branches of the phonon
dispersion curves can be probed by the DR Raman process. These are linked by
the vertical dashed and dotted lines close to the Γ and K points, respectively, for
the intravalley and intervalley DR Raman processes in Fig. 1.2b. Moreover, for the
intervalley process, just the inner processes are shown in Fig. 1.3. The outer process
can also exist to satisfy the DR conditions. The inner processes correspond to the
phonon along the K-Γ line, while the outer processes correspond to the phonon
along the K-M line. The most intense contribution to both the D and 2D intensity
is due to phonons along the high-symmetry direction K-Γ line (inner phonons),
according to the numerical calculation [33].
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The observed Raman spectra in Fig. 1.2b can be well understood by the DR
and TR Raman processes, as addressed above. The D (D′′) peak is the phonon at
the TO (LA) branch around the Brillouin zone corner K activated by a defect in
the DR Raman process [32, 35]. The 2D peak is the overtone of the D peak, in
which momentum conservation is satisfied by two phonons with opposite wave
vectors. Thus, no defects are required for their activation, and these peaks are
always present in the pristine 1LG. The DR Raman process can also involve two
phonons from different branches, making the combination modes observable, such
as D + D′′ and D + TAK [9]. The D + D′′ mode is assigned as a combination mode
of a D mode from the TO phonon branch and a D′′ mode belonging to the LA
branch near the K point, seen at ∼1,100 cm−1 [33, 36, 37]. The D + TAK mode
is assigned as a combination mode of a D phonon and a phonon belonging to
the TA branch near the K point [33]. All the DR-related modes mentioned above
occur between two different valleys (K and K′). These intervalley DR processes
involve the phonons near the K point as linked by the dotted line in Fig.1.2b. The
DR Raman process can also occur within the same valley, that is, connecting two
points belonging to the same Dirac cone around K (or K′). Such an intravalley
DR process associated with the LO (D′) phonon near Γ and a defect gives the
so-called D′ peak, whose overtone is 2D′ [34, 38]. The LA and TA phonons near
Γ can also be activated by the defect to form LA and TA peaks in the Raman
spectra, respectively, whose overtones are 2TA and 2TA. The typical intravalley
combination modes are D′ + TA and D′ + LA. The LA and TA peaks can also
be combined to form the LA + TA peak. All the above intravalley DR Raman
modes (i.e., LA, TA, D′ + TA, D′ + LA and LA + TA) associated with LA and TA
phonons have been observed in the Raman spectra of a graphite whisker [24]. These
intravalley DR processes involve the phonons near Γ , as linked by the dashed line
in Fig. 1.2b.

For the DR or TR Raman processes, as depicted in Fig. 1.3, the wave vector of the
involved phonons is determined by εL. Thus, the peak position of the corresponding
Raman modes is dependent on εL. The dispersion for the 2D mode is almost linear
with εL, with a slope of ∼100 cm−1/eV, due to the linear band structure and the
almost linear dispersion of the TO branch near K point. By neglecting the phonon
energy, the dispersion slope of the frequency of the combination mode of phonon
mode 1 (ph1) and phonon mode 2 (ph2) can be estimated as (v

ph1
q + v

ph2
q )/vf ,

where v
ph1
q and v

ph2
q are the phonon group velocity of ph1 and ph2 and vf = 106 m/s

is the Fermi velocity of 1LG. Thus, by detecting the DR modes with multi-
wavelength Raman spectroscopy, the dispersion of the LO, TO, LA and TA branches
can be observed [32–34]. Furthermore, the physical properties related to these
branches, such as the Kohn anomaly [40], can be obtained. The doublet asymmetric
profile in fundamental and combination peaks can be confirmed by the D mode of
disordered 1LG, as shown in Fig. 1.4c. Obviously, the D peak can be fitted by two
peaks, the D1 and D2 peaks. The D1 peak is from the process plotted in Fig. 1.3f, and
the D2 peak is from the process plotted in Fig. 1.3g. The overtone modes, such as 2D
and 2D′, give a symmetric peak because just one phonon is involved. In addition,
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Fig. 1.4 (a) Raman spectra of 1LG measured at various excitations in the G and 2D spectral
region. (b) 2D-peak position as a function of excitation energy, and the slope is 100 cm−1/eV. (c)
Comparison of Raman spectra with D, G and D bands under 633 and 780 nm excitations. The two
components (D1 and D2) of Lorentzian fitting for the D band in graphene are shown. (d) Polarized
Raman spectra of the pristine and disordered 1LG under 532 nm excitation. (Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [9])

the intensities of the DR peaks are dependent on εL because of the εL-dependent
photon absorption and electron-phonon coupling in the Raman scattering process
[33]. Furthermore, the DR peaks of pristine and disordered 1LG show polarized
behaviour, as shown in Fig. 1.2d, due to the selective optical absorption and emission
mediated by electron-phonon coupling in the DR Raman process [33, 39].

Apart from graphene, the DR Raman process is also present in other graphene-
based materials, such as graphite, carbon nanotubes and multilayer graphenes,
although they do not have the linear band structures. Thus, phonons of graphene-
based materials away from Γ can also be probed by Raman spectroscopy via the
double resonant Raman process [32, 34, 35].
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1.3 Raman Spectroscopy of Multilayer Graphene

1.3.1 Group Theory of AB-Stacked Multilayer Graphene

One of the prerequisites of the DR Raman process is the permission of the selection
rules, including electron-photon and electron-phonon couplings. These selection
rules are determined by group theory. The selection rule of electron-photon coupling
is determined by the symmetries of the π electron and photon, and the selection rule
of electron-phonon coupling is determined by the symmetries of the π electron and
phonon. The symmetries of the electron and phonon can be obtained from space
group analysis. Table 1.1 presents the space groups and wave-vector point groups
for 1LG, AB-NLG, and graphite at the high symmetry points [11]. Because the
phonon along the Γ -K axis is the main contribution of the DR process [33], the
symmetry information of the Γ -K (T) axis is also shown.

The irreducible representations for the lattice vibrations (Γvib) of 1LG, even N

layer graphene (ENLG) and odd N layer graphene (ONLG) at Γ and along the
Γ -K axis in the BZ are found in Table 1.2. Both Bethe and Mulliken notations are
adopted here for the phonon modes. A more complete group theory analysis at each
high symmetry point inside the BZ and their N -dependent behaviour can be found
in Ref. [41].

Momentum conservation makes phonons at Γ be observable in the first order
Raman process. The phonon modes at Γ for 1LG, AB-2LG and AB-3LG are
summarized with Mulliken notation:

Γ1LG = A2u + B2g + E1u + E2g

ΓAB−2LG = 2(A1g + Eg + A2u + Eu)
ΓAB−3LG = 2A′

1 + 4A′′
2 + 4E′ + 2E′′

Compared to 1LG, the G band in AB-2LG belongs to the Eg irreducible
representation, which is doubly degenerate and represents the atomic motion of

Table 1.1 The space groups
and wavevector point groups
for NLG and graphite at all
related points in the Brillouin
zone

Space group Γ K(K′) M T(Γ -K)

1LG P 6/mmm D6h D3h D2h C2v

NLG even P 3m1 D3d D3 C2h C2

NLG odd P 6m2 D3h C3h C2v C1h

Graphite P 63/mmc D6h D3h D2h C2v

Table 1.2 The irreducible representations for the lattice vibrations of 1LG, ENLG and ONLG at
Γ and along the T(Γ -K) axis. Both Bethe and Mulliken notations are given

1LG ENLG ONLG

Γ Γ −
2 +Γ −

5 +Γ +
4 +Γ +

6 N(Γ +
1 +Γ +

3 +Γ −
2 +Γ −

3 ) (N-1)Γ +
1 +(N+1)Γ −

2 +(N+1)Γ +
3 +(N-1)Γ −

3

A2u+B2g+E1u+E2g N(A1g+Eg+A2u+Eu) (N-1)A′
1+(N+1)A′′

2+(N+1)E′+(N-1)E′′

T(Γ -K) 2T1+T2+2T3+T4 3N(T1+T2) (3N+1)T ++(3N-1)T −

2A1+A2+2B1+B2 3N(A+B) (3N+1)A′+(3N-1)A′′
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Fig. 1.5 (a) The four allowed DR processes in AB-2LG, denoted as P11, P22, P12 and P21. (b)
Raman spectra of the G and 2D peaks for 1LG and AB-stacked 2-5LGs excited by a 633 nm laser.
The 2D peaks are fitted by Lorentzian line shapes (gray peaks). The arrows, crosses and stars on
the 2D peak indicate its weak shoulders at the low energy side, strongest components and weak
shoulders at the high energy side, respectively. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [22])

nearest neighbour carbon atoms moving against each other within the plane and
in phase between the two layers, denoted as the symmetric G mode [11]. The Eu

representation, which is not Raman active in AB-2LG because of the centre of inver-
sion symmetry in the D3d point group, can become Raman active if this inversion
symmetry operation is broken by the presence of twisting stacking [42, 43], doping
[22, 44, 45] and strain [46]. The Eu mode is also represented by the atomic motion
of the nearest neighbour carbon atoms moving against each other within the plane
but out-of-phase between the two layers, denoted as the antisymmetric G band [11].
There is also a low-frequency Eg mode (31 cm−1), corresponding to the interlayer
rigid shear vibration, the so-called C mode [26]. The other two A1g irreducible
representations are phonon modes at ∼90 cm−1 (LB mode) and ∼867 cm−1 [9].
For AB-3LG, the corresponding G and C bands should be assigned to E′ and E′′,
and the out-of-plane vibrational modes assigned to A′

1 and A′′
2.

1.3.2 Raman Spectra of AB-Stacked Multilayer Graphene

For intrinsic multilayer graphene, the characteristic G peak exhibits similar features
located at ∼1582 cm−1. However, the DR-related Raman peaks exhibit distinguish-
ing properties from 1LG due to the different band structures in MLG. In the DR
Raman process, the symmetry of electrons and phonons in MLG should be taken
into account. Taking AB-2LG as an example, the number of allowed DR processes
will be different from those in 1LG since both electronic and phonon branches are
doubled. The transitions of T1 �T2 along the T axis in the BZ are allowed for
AB-2LG, as shown in Fig. 1.5a [41]. The TO phonons for AB-2LG have T1 and
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T2 symmetries. For the electron scattering by a T1 phonon, the allowed process
should occur in the K and K′ electronic bands with the same symmetry, T1 →T1
or T2 →T2. However, the T2 phonon connects conduction bands of different
symmetries, i.e., T1 �T2. Thus, there are four possible DR processes, as shown
in Fig. 1.5a.

Figure 1.5b shows Raman spectra of 1LG and AB-stacked 2-5LGs excited by
a 633 nm laser. All the G peaks can be fitted by a single Lorentzian peak at
∼1582 cm−1. 1LG has a single 2D peak at 2629.7 cm−1. The 2D band of AB-2LG
can be fitted by four Lorentzian peaks, corresponding to the four DR processes
in Fig. 1.5a [13, 41]. For AB-3LG, the 2D bands are expected to consist of 15
Lorentzian peaks based on the symmetry analysis, and those of AB-4LG and
AB-5LG are more complex [41]. However, the number of observed components
is much less than the theoretical one because of the possible degeneracy and
overlapping of these peak components. Six and eight components are sufficient to
fit the 2D bands of AB-3LG and AB-4LG, respectively, in which the peak widths
of all the components are kept as a fixed constant of 24 cm−1 [22]. As shown in
Fig. 1.5b by arrows, crosses and stars, five and six 2D components can be clearly
identified in the Raman spectra of AB-3LG and AB-4LG excited by the 633 nm
laser, respectively. The 2D band of AB-4LG under 633 nm excitation shows more
distinct spectral features than that under 532 nm excitation. AB-3LG and AB-4LG
can be distinguished under 633 nm excitation by verifying the peak positions and
number of shoulders at the lower energy side and the intensity ratio of the strongest
two components of their 2D bands, as indicated by arrows and crosses in Fig. 1.5b.
Thus, Raman spectroscopy can be used to clearly identify 1LG and AB-stacked
2-4LG under 633 nm excitation [22].

Now, we can present the detailed insights into the first order Raman scattering
process in AB-NLG and graphite. In graphite, there are now two Raman-active
E2g modes, and each is doubly degenerate. The high-energy E2g mode due to the
in-plane vibrations is widely studied as the so-called G peak in all graphite systems
[12, 13]. The low-frequency E2g mode is the C mode, which results from the relative
motion of atoms in the adjacent planes. There is no C mode in 1LG because there
is only one layer. The C mode is observed at 43.5 cm−1 in bulk graphite, whose
frequency is determined by the interlayer coupling force constant [28]. Figure 1.6a
plots the C and G modes of AB-stacked 2–8LG and bulk graphite, while Fig. 1.6b
shows Pos(C) and Pos(G) of AB-NLG as a function of 1/N . The G peaks exhibits a
Lorentzian lineshape, while the C mode displays an asymmetrical profile, which can
be well fitted by the Breit-Wigner-Fano (simplified as Fano) lineshape, as shown in
Fig. 1.6c for AB-3LG and bulk graphite. The unusual lineshape originates from the
quantum interference between a Raman-active phonon and the continuum electronic
transitions, as shown in Fig. 1.6d.

In contrast to the constant Pos(G) of ∼1582 cm−1 in AB-NLG, Pos(C) decreases
monotonously with decreasing N . The N -dependent Pos(C) in AB-NLG can be
well explained by the linear chain model (LCM), [26] in which each graphene layer
is considered as one ball for the rigid interlayer shear vibration and only the nearest-
neighbour interlayer interactions are taken into account. There are N -1 pairs of
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Fig. 1.6 (a) Raman spectra of the C and G peaks for AB-stacked 2-8LG and bulk graphite. The
intensity of all the C modes is increased by 10 times. (b) Pos(G) and Pos(C) of AB-NLG as a
function of 1/N . The insets show the atomic displacements of the C and G modes. (c) The C peak
of AB-3LG and bulk graphite fitted by the Fano lineshape. The solid lines, dash lines and dash-
dot lines are the fitted curve, background and Fano component, respectively. (d) Schematic band
structure of 3LG near the K point. The transitions denoted by arrows have the same energy as the
C mode. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [26])

degenerate C modes, denoted as CNN−i , i=1,2,. . . ,N -1. Here, the C mode with the
highest frequency is assumed as CN1 (i = N -1), and the lowest one is CNN−1 (i = 1).
The interlayer shear coupling can be described by an interlayer force constant per
unit area, α‖. The frequencies ω (in cm−1) and the displacement patterns of N -1
shear modes can be calculated by solving the corresponding N × N (tridiagonal)
dynamical matrix as follows [42]:

(ωi)
2ui = 1

2π2c2μ
Dui (1.1)

where μ = 7.6×10−27 kgÅ−2 is the monolayer mass per unit area, ui is the phonon
eigenvector of mode i with frequency ωi , c = 3.0×1010 cm/s is the speed of light
and D the shear part of the force constant matrix. Thus, the frequency of the CNN−i

mode can be given by [26]

ω(CNN−i ) = 1

πc

√
α‖/μsin(iπ/2N)

= √
2ω(C21)sin(iπ/2N)

= ω(Cbulk)sin(iπ/2N),

(1.2)
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Fig. 1.7 Symmetry, frequency, Raman activity and normal mode displacement for each C mode
(a) and LB mode (b) of AB-stacked (2–4)LG. (c) Pos(C) and Pos(LB) of AB-NLG as a function
of N calculated by LCM and 2LCM, respectively. The rectangles and triangles indicate Raman (R)
and infrared (IR) active modes, respectively

where i=1,2,· · · ,N -1. The relation of ω(Cbulk) = √
2ω(C21) is in line with

the experimental results, Pos(C) ∼31 cm−1 for AB-2LG and Pos(C) ∼43.5 cm−1

for bulk graphite. Based on the experimental values of ω(Cbulk) or ω(C21), we
can obtain the only unknown parameter, the interlayer shear coupling strength
α‖ ∼12.8×1018 N/m3.

Figure 1.7a depicts the frequencies and the corresponding displacement patterns
of N -1 C modes in AB-NLG (N = 2,3,4). The C modes can be Raman-active (R),
infrared-active (IR) or both, depending on the symmetry and N . As stated above,
ENLG and ONLG belong to D3d and D3h, respectively [41, 47]. Thus, N -1 C
modes in AB-stacked ENLG and ONLG are represented by N

2 Eg + N−2
2 Eu and

N−1
2 E

′′
+ N−1

2 E
′
, respectively. Eg and E

′′
are Raman active, Eu is IR active and

E
′

is both R and IR active. The detailed information of the assignments can be
found in Ref. [47]. However, only the highest-frequency C modes were observed
in the Raman spectra of AB-NLG (Fig. 1.6a). Other Raman active modes were
not detected due to the weak electron-phonon coupling (EPC) and the unsuitable
polarization configuration [26].
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In AB-NLG, there is another interlayer mode, the LB mode, due to the relative
motions of the adjacent layers perpendicular to the basic plane. Similar to the C
modes, with a given N , there are N -1 LB modes, denotes as LBNN−i , where
i = 1,2,· · · ,N -1, in which the LBN1 represents the LB modes at the highest fre-
quency. Unlike the C modes, the LB modes in AB- and ABC-stacked NLG cannot
be observed at room temperature directly due to the weak EPC [26]. However, in
twisted-NLG (tNLG), the LB modes can be detected under the resonance condition
[27, 48, 49]. Replacing α‖ with the interlayer layer-breathing force constant α⊥
in Eq. 1.2, the corresponding Pos(LB) can be obtained. However, Wu et al. found
that LCM underestimated the frequencies of the LBNN−i (i = 1,2,. . . ,N-2) modes
in tNLG, implying that the second nearest layer-breathing force constant (β⊥)
should be taken into account to reproduce the LB modes. Considering the first
and second nearest interlayer coupling and then diagonalizing the corresponding
N × N (tridiagonal) dynamical matrix addressed above (Eq. 1.2), we can obtain the
frequencies and the displacement patterns for all the LB modes. This improved LCM
is denoted as 2LCM [27]. The interlayer coupling in the perpendicular direction is
determined, α⊥ ∼106×1018 N/m3 and β⊥ ∼9.3×1018 N/m3 [27, 50]. Then N -1 LB
modes are explicit, as shown in Fig. 1.7b, considering AB-(2–4)LG as examples. N -
1 LB modes in AB-stacked ENLG and ONLG are represented by N

2 A2g + N−2
2 A1u

and N−1
2 A

′′
2 + N−1

2 A
′
, respectively, in which A2g and A

′
1 are Raman active, while

A1u and A
′′
2 are IR active.

Figure 1.7c plots Pos(C) and Pos(LB) of AB-NLG as functions of N reproduced
by LCM and 2LCM, respectively. The Raman-active and infrared-active modes are
also identified. Overall, LCM and 2LCM can predict the N -dependent Pos(C) and
Pos(LB) of AB-NLG, respectively. Furthermore, because Pos(C21) and Pos(LB21)
are linked with the corresponding interlayer force constant between two adjacent
layers, the good agreement between LCM/2LCM and experimental data for AB-
NLG indicate a constant interlayer force constant from 2LG to bulk graphite.
Moreover, 2LCM may only be suitable for one atom thickness 2D materials, such as
graphene and BN; however, the LCM discussed above can be potentially applied to
all 2d materials, such as MoS2, WSe2, black phosphorus (BP) and even 2d vdWHs
[51–53]. Because the positions of the C and LB modes in 2DMs are strongly
dependent on the layer number, the C and LB modes can be used for thickness
identification of 2DMs [52–54].

1.3.3 Raman Spectra of ABC-Stacked Multilayer Graphene

In addition to N , the stacking order also has a great influence on the electrical
and optical properties of NLG. Apart from the AB stacking, ABC (rhombohedral)
stacking is also common in NLG. ABC-NLG comprises ∼15% of the area
in exfoliated samples, [55] which is in good agreement with a previous X-ray
diffraction study of bulk graphite [56]. The Raman spectra of AB- and ABC-NLG
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Fig. 1.8 (a) Raman spectra of 3LG measured at the ABA and ABC zones in the G and 2D mode
regions. Schematic diagrams of ABA and ABC structures are shown. (b) Raman spectra of AB-
and ABC-stacked 3–6LG in the C, G and 2D peak spectral regions at room temperature. The C
modes can be observed in AB-NLG, but not in ABC-NLG. (Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [47])

are quite different from each other. Pos(G) of ABC-NLG is 1–5 cm−1 lower than
that of AB-NLG, depending on N [47]. The 2D mode profile of ABC-NLG shows
distinct characteristics from those of AB-NLG, [47, 57–59] as shown in Fig. 1.8a
for the case of 3LG, which is ascribed to the different electronic structures between
them. As discussed above, six sub-peaks can be used to closely fit the 2D peak
of AB-3LG, while the 2D mode of AB-3LG exhibits a more asymmetric feature.
Further characterization of the 2D mode profile in ABC- and AB-stacked 4–6LG
can be found in Refs. [47, 58, 59]. The differences in the 2D mode profiles between
AB- and ABC-stacked NLG depend on the excitation energy (Eex) and become
more complicated with increasing N .

In the low frequency region, the CN1 modes can only be observed in AB-NLG
at room temperature but not in ABC-NLG, [47] as shown in Fig. 1.8b. The absence
of the CN1 mode in ABC-NLG was attributed to the Raman inactivity induced by
the intrinsic symmetry and the weak EPC. Lui et al. observed the C31 mode at
∼33 cm−1 in AB-3LG and the C32 peak at ∼19 cm−1 in ABC-3LG suspended on
quartz substrate at a high temperature of approximately 800 K by laser heating [58].
However, all the CNN−i modes in ABC-NLG cannot be observed all the time on
SiO2/Si substrate, even when the laser power is as high as 10 mW, because a high
substrate background emerges, [47] which is quite different from that on a quartz
substrate [55]. The results showed that the C mode can also be utilized to identify
AB and ABC stacking orders in NLG.
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1.3.4 Raman Spectra of Twisted Multilayer Graphene

In addition to AB and ABC stacking orders, nLGs, mLGs, pLGs, . . . (AB-nLG,
AB-mLG, AB-pLG, . . . if n>1, m>1, p>1, . . . , N = n + m + p + . . .) can be stacked
together with twist angles (θt ) at each twist interface to form twisted NLG (tNLG,
or t(n + m + p + . . . )LG). For example, t(m+n)LG is assembled by mLG (m≥1)
and nLG (n≥1) flakes. Twisted graphene layers occur naturally at the surface of
crystalline graphite, so that tNLG can be generated naturally by accidentally folding
graphene layers onto themselves or other graphene flakes in the ME preparation
process [42, 43]. tNLG has been widely observed to occur in non-controlled manner
in graphene flakes grown by CVD [48, 49, 60–63]. The simplest tNLGs, twisted
bilayer graphenes (t2LGs), can even exhibit novel physical properties due to the
periodically modulated interaction between the two Dirac electron gases with a large
Moiré supercell, as shown in Fig. 1.9a. They have a Dirac-like linear dispersion with

Fig. 1.9 (a) Moiré pattern of t(1+1)LG. (b) Schematic diagram of t(1+3)LG. (c) Optical image
of a flake comprising t(1+1)LG and t(1+3)LG. (d) Stokes/anti-Stokes Raman spectra in the C and
LB spectral range, and Stokes Raman spectra in the G peak region for t(1+3)LG, t(2+2)LG and
t(2+3)LG. Polarized Raman spectra of t(1+3)LG are also shown. (Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [42] and Ref. [27])
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a Fermi velocity lower than that in 1LG [64]. By changing θt , it is possible to tune
the optical absorption [65]. θt can be expressed in terms of the twist vector, [66, 67]
(p, q), defined as the coordinates with respect to the basis vectors of 1LG. The
positions of the so-called R and R′ Raman bands have been used to probe θt in
tNLG [48, 49, 68, 69].

In addition to θt , the stacking sequence is also important for modulating the
physical properties in tNLG. For example, t(2+3)LG has significantly different
properties compared to AB-5LG, t(1+4)LG, or t(1+1+3)LG, etc., even though
all these have the same N = 5. For a given total N , the choice of m, n, etc.
(with m + n + . . . = N ) and relative angles of each interface between mLG, nLG,
. . . leads to a family of systems with different optical and electronic properties
[27, 42, 68, 69]. The band structure of t(m+n)LG can be considered as the overlap
between those of mLG and nLG. Figure 1.9b shows the diagram of t(1+3)LG, and
Fig. 1.9c presents an optical image of t(1+1)LG and t(1+3)LG formed by the ME
method.

From the perspective of the Raman spectroscopy of tNLG, several features are
usually observed. The G peaks are usually significantly enhanced, and two further
sub-peaks (G+ and G−) can be observed with the proper laser excitation if mLG
(m>1) is one of the constituents [42, 43]. The enhancement of the G mode originates
from the match between the excitation laser and energy gap of the van Hove
singularities (VHSs) in the joint density of state (JDOS) of all the optically allowed
transitions (JDOSOAT ) [42]. In the low-frequency region, tNLG also exhibits some
distinguishing characteristics from AB-NLG. Because the twisted interface would
obstruct the interlayer shear coupling due to the periodicity mismatch between the
two twisted layers, the C modes locate in the AB-stacked constituent [42]. However,
the twisted interface would not affect the interlayer breathing coupling; thus, the LB
modes are from the collective motions of all the stacked layers [27]. Therefore,
Pos(C) of tNLG is mainly determined by the layer number of each AB-stacked
constituent, while its Pos(LB) is mainly determined by N , as shown in Fig. 1.9d.
Most of the C modes and one or two LB modes can be observed under the resonant
condition in t(m + n)LG, because the twist-induced lower symmetry makes them
Raman active [27, 42]. The N -dependent Pos(C) of AB-NLG can be predicted by
LCM [26, 70]. However, in tNLG, a softening factor is introduced for the C mode at
the twisted interface for shear coupling, α

‖
t /α

‖
0 ∼0.2, and another softening factor

is considered at the AB-stacked interface next to the twist interface, α
‖
0t /α

‖
0 ∼0.9,

producing the so-called twist LCM (tLCM) [42]. The 2LCM used in AB-NLG can
be also adopted for tNLG [27]. tLCM and 2LCM can accurately reproduce the
experimental Pos(C) and Pos(LB) in tNLG, respectively [27, 42].
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1.4 Resonance Raman Spectroscopy of Monolayer
and Multilayer Graphene

Raman scattering is a process related to the generation of electron-hole pairs by
photon excitation, electron-phonon interaction, electron-hole recombination and
photon emission. Thus, in addition to the selection rule and Raman tensor, the
intensities and profiles of Raman modes are mainly determined by the EPC,
electron-photon interaction and electronic band structure of solid materials. The
intensity of the Raman mode in 1LG can be calculated by second order perturbation
theory [33]. As discussed above, most of the Raman modes in graphene are involved
in resonance Raman scattering because of the unique band structure [9]. Even
the Raman intensity of the G mode, I(G), in 1LG is dominated by the quantum
interference effect [15]. In AB-NLG, the quantum interference between the C mode
and a continuum of electronic transitions near the K point plays an important role
in the Fano lineshape of the C modes, [26] as shown in Fig. 1.6c, d. For tNLG,
significant enhancements of first order modes (C, LB and G modes) are always
observed when the laser excitation energy matches that of the VHSs in JDOSOAT

[42]. In the following subsections, we will discuss the three resonant Raman effects
in 1LG and MLG.

1.4.1 Quantum Interference of the G and 2D Modes

In the DR process in Fig. 1.2, only the one-dimensional wave vectors are con-
sidered, which means that the wave vectors of the involved phonons or defects
are always reversed (q, -q). A theorical work found that the integration in the
two-dimensional BZ does not alter the DR phonon wave vectors determined from
the one-dimensional integration [71]. This is because, when the wave vectors of
involved phonons or defect are not reversed, the contribution of two wave vectors
would be cancelled by interference. In particular, when the two wave vectors are in
the same direction, the contribution could be almost totally destructive interference.
Thus, it is reasonable to describe the DR process by the one-dimensional model.

The quantum interference of the G mode was first predicted by theory, [16] and
then proven by an electrostatic doping experiment [15]. Under electrostatic doping,
I(G) increases dramatically. This unexpected phenomenon presents evidence of
a new understanding of resonance Raman scattering in graphene. Figure 1.10a
shows I(G) as a function of 2|EF |, where EF is the Fermi level of graphene
tuned by the electrostatic doping. The observation cannot be interpreted well by
the general assumption that the pathway of G mode Raman scattering is only on
resonance (I in Fig. 1.10a). To further understand the phenomenon, pathways are
extended that can be close to resonance (II in Fig. 1.10a) and off resonance. In
this condition, all pathways interfering with each other have different quantum
mechanical amplitudes, including phase and magnitude. For any specific one-
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Fig. 1.10 Upper panel: Doping dependence of I(G) (left) and I(2D) (right). The black solid line
is the theoretical prediction. Lower left panel: schematic of two representative pathways (I and
II) of the G mode through two different intermediate excited states and the quantum phase of
Raman pathway for the G mode as a function of intermediate excitation energy. Lower right
panel: schematic of two representative pathways (I and II) of the 2D mode through two different
intermediate excited states and the quantum phase of Raman pathway for the 2D mode as a function
of intermediate excitation energy. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [15])

phonon and one-photon state, I(G) is described by

I (G) = |
∑

k

CkRk|2

Rk = 1

(Eex − Ek − iγ )(Eex − �ωG − Ek − iγ )

(1.3)

where Ck and Rk are the matrix element and resonance factor, respectively. Its
phase ω = arg(Rk) is plotted as a function of transition energy (Ek) in Fig. 1.10a.
With Ek above and below the energy of Eex-�ωG/2, the pathways have a phase
difference of approximately π . With a small enough |EF |, all pathways are allowed
and interfere destructively. With a large enough |EF |, all pathways are blocked.
The two situations lead to a weak overall Raman signal. When 2|EF | = Eex-�ωG/2,
I(G) reaches a maximum value because just half of the transitions with the same
phase sign (positive or negative) are allowed, and destructive interference would
not occur. In addition to the G mode, I(2D) is also determined by the quantum
interference effect. The different pathways have the same phase, presented in
Fig. 1.10b, resulting in the monotonic decrease of I(2D).
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1.4.2 Fano Resonance of the C and G Mode in Multilayer
Graphene

The C modes of the Raman spectrum in AB-NLG exhibit a Fano lineshape, [26]
as shown in Fig. 1.6c. Historically, the Fano lineshape was observed in the Raman
spectra of several systems, such as degenerate silicon systems, [72] metallic carbon
nanotubes, [73], nanowires, [74] topological insulators [75] and 2d semiconductors
[76]. The Fano lineshape of a Raman mode can be expressed by [26]

I (ω) = I0
[1 + 2(ω − ω0)/(qΓ )]2

[1 + 4(ω − ω0)2/Γ 2] (1.4)

where I0, ω0, Γ and 1/ |q| are the intensity, uncoupled mode frequency,
broadening parameters and coupling coefficient, respectively. The peak maximum
is at ωmax = ω0+Γ/2q, while the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) is
Γ (q2+1)/

∣∣q2 − 1
∣∣. The Fano lineshape exhibits high asymmetry dependent on

the coupling coefficient. It will recover to a Lorentzian lineshape when 1/|q|
approaches to 0. Because Pos(G) remains constant and the C peak at 77 K has the
same coupling coefficient, 1/|q|, as that at room temperature, [26] the laser-induced
electron-hole plasma and the multiphonon resonance can be ruled out as the reason
for the resulting Fano lineshape. In general, the Fano lineshape of the C mode
in AB-NLG can be attributed to the quantum interference between the C mode
and a continuum of electronic transitions near the K point [26]. As in the case of
AB-3LG in Fig. 1.6d, the C phonon can efficiently couple with the active electronic
transitions with energies close to the C mode energy (E(C), ∼5 meV). The charge
transferred from the substrate and the air molecules can raise the Fermi level
(especially for EF >E(C)/2). This can largely reduce the coupling coefficient of the
Fano resonance, particularly for few-layer graphenes, which has been confirmed by
the N -dependent 1/|q| [26].

The G band of 1LG should exhibit an asymmetric Fano-like lineshape near the
charge neutrality point, whereas the line shape is symmetric when the graphene
flake is doped by electrons or holes [77]. However, the G band of AB-2LG does not
exhibit any Fano resonance, regardless of doping. The Fano resonance observed in
the G band lineshape of 1LG originates from the interferences between the phonon
and excitonic many-body spectra, whereas the absence of a Fano resonance in the G
band lineshape of AB-2LG can be elucidated by the unexpected excitonic interac-
tion in AB-2LG [77, 78]. However, compared with the imperceptible asymmetric C
modes with 1/|q| ∼0.3, [26] the lineshape of the G mode in neutral 1LG just shows
a very slightly asymmetric behaviour due to the much smaller 1/|q| of ∼0.07 [77]
The Fano resonance of the G mode can also be observed in the infrared spectra of
phonons in NLG because of the strong coupling between phonons and interband
electronic transitions [79].
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1.4.3 Resonance Raman Spectroscopy of Twisted Multilayer
Graphene

The band structure of tNLG can be modified by several twist-related parameters,
such as the layer number of the constitutes and the twist angles, showing novel
and interesting optical properties [42]. For example, the intensity of the first order
modes can be enhanced strongly. As shown in Fig. 1.11a, the Raman signals of
t(1+1)LG would be enhanced when Eex matches its θt -dependent VHS energies of
JDOSOAT [60, 61]. The relationship between the VHS energy of JDOSOAT and
θt can be estimated by the formula [61] EV HSs ≈ 4πθt�vf /

√
3a, where a is the

lattice constant of graphene (2.46 Å), � is the reduced Planck’s constant, and vf is
the Fermi velocity of 1LG (106 m/s). JDOSOAT of NLG can be calculated by the
following equation [42]:

JDOSOAT (E) ∝
∑
ij

∑
k

∣∣Mij (k)
∣∣2

δ
(
Eij (k) − E

)
, (1.5)

Fig. 1.11 (a) G mode of t(1+1)LG for seven Eex . The R and R′ modes are indicated by arrows.
(b) The band structure of (1,9) t(1+1)LG. The optically allowed transitions are marked by dashed
arrows, and the forbidden transitions are indicated by solid arrows with crosses. (c) Squared optical
matrix elements of the corresponding band pairs in (b). (d) A(G) of t(1+1)LG and (e) A(C31),
A(C32), A(LB41) and A(LB42) of t(1+3)LG as a function of Eex. The dashed lines indicated with
arrows in (d) and (e) are JDOSOAT in t(1+1)LG and t(1+3)LG along Γ -K-M-Γ , respectively.
(Reproduced with permission from Ref. [42])
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where Mij (k) is the optical matrix element between the ith conduction and j th
valence bands, and Eij (k) gives the transition energy of an i → j band pair at the
wavevector k. The band structure of t(1+1)LG with 10.6◦ ((p,q) = (1,9)) is shown
in Fig. 1.11b, and the optically allowed transitions are marked by dashed arrows.
The squared optical matrix elements of the corresponding transitions are shown in
Fig. 1.11c. JDOSOAT for t(1+1)LG is shown in Fig. 1.11d by dashed lines indicated
with arrows, showing only one distinct VHS in JDOSOAT labelled by arrows. The
major contribution to the Raman intensity comes from the term of Eq. 1.5 when Eex

matches the VHS energies of JDOSOAT . Therefore, the intensity of Raman modes
in t(m+n)LG as a function of Eex can be evaluated by second order perturbation
theory [33, 68],

A ∝
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j

Mj

(Eex − EVHS(j) − iγ )
(
Eex − Eph − EVHS(j) − iγ

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

, (1.6)

where Mj are constants treated as fitting parameters that encompass the product
of the electron-phonon and electron-phonon interaction matrix elements for the j th
VHS in JDOSOAT , Eph is the phonon energy, and γ gives the energy uncertainty
related to the lifetime of the excited state. Here, we adopt γ = 0.15 eV to reflect the
effect of summation along all the high symmetry path. The Eex-dependent G mode
area intensity (A(G)) of t(1+1)LG is shown in Fig. 1.11d. The calculated results are
in agreement with the experimental data.

In t(1+1)LGs, the VHS energy of the electronic density of states (DOS) is similar
to that of JDOS, due to the simple band structure [42, 61]. Therefore, the resonant
excitation energy can be estimated from the VHS energy of either DOS or JDOS.
However, in t(m+n)LG (m≥1, n>1), the resonance process is more complicated
because of its more complex band structure and EPC. More VHS energies exist
in JDOSOAT . Taking the (1,9) t(1+3)LG as an example, the Eex-dependent A(C),
A(LB) and A(G) fitted by the VHS energies are in good agreement with the
experimental data, [42] as shown in Fig. 1.11e.

Moreover, the DR process in t(1+1)LG is much more complicated, due to the
folding of the band structure. Similar to 1LG, the 2D peak of most t(1+1)LGs
exhibits a single Lorentzian peak. The FWHM, frequency and area of the 2D peak in
t(1+1)LG depend on θt [61, 80]. Therefore, the profile of the 2D peak is not suitable
for identifying the N of tNLG.

1.5 Conclusion

Graphene and MLG have extraordinary electronic, optoelectronic and mechanical
properties as well as appealing applications in devices. In this chapter, we have
reviewed the basic Raman spectroscopy of pristine 1LG and MLG, including the
origin of the G mode; all the dispersive Raman modes in intrinsic 1LG; novel
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Raman modes and new phenomena found in AB-, ABC- and twisted-MLG; how
the layer number, stacking sequences and twist angle affect the Raman spectra of
the C, LB and 2D modes; and the peculiar resonance Raman effects in pristine 1LG
and MLG. The related Raman concepts reviewed for 1LG and MLG, such as the
double resonance Raman spectroscopy, low-frequency interlayer Raman modes and
the linear chain model, may be applicable to other 2DMs to understand the interlayer
coupling in 2DMs. This chapter may be helpful to gain a deeper understanding of
the Raman scattering process in various 2DMs.
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